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In Poland, spiders and spider webs are
common Christmas tree decorations because,
according to legend, a spider wove a blanket
for Baby Jesus. In fact, Polish people consider
spiders to be symbols of goodness and
prosperity at Christmastime.

Libraries & Ideas
This article was written by Young Adult Librarian Rachelle McPhillips, and
was published in the November 18th edition of the Columbus Telegram.
With just a few weeks left of 2017, the library is looking ahead, planning
programs for all ages. Our long-standing book discussion group leads the way
with a suggested reading list for the community for the first half of 2018.
The CPL Book Discussion Group meets eleven times each year at the library,
usually on the last Thursday of the month. The library offers multiple copies of
each book club selection for checkout. This group is free, relaxed, and fun.
Our first selection for the year is “Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters
in the End” by Atul Gawande. This book earned “Best Book of the Year” from
several sources. In it, the author explores the subject of death and dying, and
how modern medicine approaches this subject – perhaps to the detriment of
the patient.
A reviewer at The Wall Street Journal had this to say: “Dr. Gawande's book
is not of the kind that some doctors write, reminding us how grim the fact of
death can be. Rather, he shows how patients in the terminal phase of their
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illness can maintain important qualities of life.” Copies of “Being Mortal” will be
available in early January. Join us on Thursday, January 25 at 7:00 p.m. to
discuss this acclaimed book.
On February 22 the group will discuss, “A Walk in the Woods: Rediscovering
America on the Appalachian Trail” by Bill Bryson. Having never really hiked
before, Bryson decided to tackle the AT, acknowledging the danger: “Daniel
Boone, who not only wrestled bears but tried to date their sisters, described
corners of the southern Appalachians as “so wild and horrid that it is impossible to behold them without terror.” The author’s hiking partner’s antics, the
eccentricities of people they meet on the trail, and the lessons learned
throughout the endeavor are recounted hilariously with Bryson’s brand of
sarcastic wit.
Join us on March 29 to talk about “A Man Called Ove” by Fredrik Backman.
In this debut novel, readers meet a cantankerous widower whose lonely, dark
days are disrupted by a young and spirited family that moves in next door. The
film adaptation of this story was well-received by audiences, which is no
surprise considering the amount of praise the novel earned. A starred review
from Publishers Weekly called this, “a fuzzy crowd-pleaser that serves up
laughs to accompany a thoughtful reflection on loss and love.”
Joe Starita’s nonfiction work has been popular with book club members and
in April we will read “A Warrior of the People: How Susan La Flesche Overcame
Racial and Gender Inequality to Become America’s First Indian Doctor.” Join us
on April 26 to talk about this fascinating woman who earned her medical
degree in 1889.
Later in 2018 we will read and explore the themes in “The Hate U Give” by
Angie Thomas. About this young adult novel Kirkus wrote, “This story is necessary. This story is important.” Pick up a copy in May and find out why.
In June we will choose our books for the remainder of the year before we
revisit Fredrik Backman, this time in his novel, “My Grandmother Asked Me to
Tell You She’s Sorry.”
Book club books are made available each month at the front desk. If you have
questions about the book club, please call me at 402-562-4201 or email me at
rmcphil@columbusne.us.

Calendar Connection

As winter approaches and the weather turns colder, young adults may
be looking for more ways to stay entertained indoors. If you don’t know
it yet, the library is a great spot in Columbus to do just that. Rachelle has
some of the newest technology available for teens to try out. Visit the
Teen Space and ask library staff about Oculus Rift. Play games and explore
the world with this virtual reality experience. You can also check out
some of the many new books that have been added to our collection.
“13 Minutes” by Sarah Pinborough “Renegades” by Marissa Meyer
“Now Is Everything” by Amy Giles “Otherworld” by Jason Segel

Calendar Connection
The Children’s Room has been full of holiday stories
and art projects the last few weeks. Kids have enjoyed
decorating sugar cookies, making a wreath out of
brightly colored bows and painting a festive strand of
lights with their thumbprints. After this Thursday’s
StoryART, there will be a short break before the children’s events start back up for 2018. You can continue
to bring your children to the library for books, DVD’s and play time on the computers
and iPads. For kids in 2nd-5th grades, there will be a raffle on December 27th for our
Word Warriors program, so keep reading and entering your tickets.
StoryART
10:30 a.m.-Noon & 1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
December 14th– Christmas

Your Columbus Public Library

There have been many great books added to our catalog recently. To place a hold on any of
the titles listed below, or another book, please call the library at 402-564-7116.
Shattered Memories– V.C. Andrews

Third Son’s a Charm– Shana Galen

Where We Belong– Lynn Austin

The Rooster Bar– John Grisham

Someone To Wed– Mary Balogh

Ghost on the Case– Carolyn Hart

The Witches’ Tree– M.C. Beaton

Mind Game– Iris Johansen

The Stolen Marriage– Diane Chamberlain

In This Moment– Karen Kingsbury

Too Far Down– Mary Connealy

Blade of Empire– Mercedes Lackey

The Armageddon File– Stephen Coonts

A Christmas Return– Anne Perry

Just a Little Christmas– Janet Dailey

Immortally Yours– Lynsay Sands

Chasing Secrets– Lynette Eason

City of Lies– Victoria Thompson

Connecting Readers & Writers
Happy Birthday to these authors:
Hortense Calisher– December 20, 1911
Rod Serling– December 25, 1924
Rudyard Kipling– December 30, 1865
Nicholas Sparks– December 31, 1965
When we recall Christmas past, we
usually find that the simplest things,
not the great occasions, give off the
greatest glow of happiness– Bob Hope

